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Rand McNally World Atlas is filled with updated, high-impact information about the countries of the world and every U.S. state. Teachers can build engaging lessons with up-to-date information and students can research the latest stats on population, GDP, major imports and exports, and a wide range of other facts. Reports and presentations have never been simpler.

**Dynamic Mapping and Cross-Curricular Content from the Most Trusted Name In Education**

Rand McNally World Atlas is filled with updated, high-impact information about the countries of the world and every U.S. state. Teachers can build engaging lessons with up-to-date information and students can research the latest stats on population, GDP, major imports and exports, and a wide range of other facts. Reports and presentations have never been simpler.

**Beautiful, Interactive Maps**

Bring lessons to life with professionally-designed maps and data layers! Our dynamic platform allows teachers and students to create, draw on, annotate, and share custom maps.

**Integrated Lesson Plans**

Develop cross-curricular lessons to support students’ critical thinking and map skills. Each lesson is standards-aligned and can be downloaded, edited, and saved.

**Easy to Use & Collaborate**

Create individual accounts for all your students. They can combine maps and layers, save them, add annotations then collaborate and share with other students. Teachers can share with their students, and students with their teacher.

**World Atlas stays up-to-date**

World Atlas is extremely informationally-driven and would be so helpful for teachers. Our textbooks go out of date quickly, but World Atlas would be our source for updated content.

— Assistant Superintendent, North Carolina

**Custom dynamic maps make it easy**

The interactive maps and customization abilities are wonderful. This will make life easier for teachers, and students will enjoy creating them.

— Assistant Superintendent, Illinois

**What you need to support teachers**

Our teachers want labeled maps of every country, and blank outline maps for practice and assessment. World Atlas has what we need to support teachers.

— Social Studies Department Chair, Massachusetts

For additional information, please visit randmcnally.com/education/world-atlas
Grades K-12

Pricing Options

Classroom Plan

Yearly

$99 / Year

School Plan

Access for your entire school

$799 / Year

All World Atlas features

1 Teacher & Up to 30 students

Pay by credit card

All World Atlas features

All Teachers & students in your school

Pay with purchase order

* Included in all Atlas Best Buy Programs

For additional information, please visit www.randmcnally.com/education/world-atlas

Developmental Atlases

Primary Atlas

Grades K-3

Primary Atlas

• Updated to include recent world changes
• Contains brightly colored primary-level maps of the world, the continents, and the United States
• Includes introductory text and map questions that provide teaching strategies

Teacher’s Guide

• Page-by-page teaching information for the atlas
• Measurable learning objectives
• Extension activities are tied to learning objectives and result in portfolio assessment
• Integrated curriculum activities involving all content areas

Task Cards

• Set of 8 interactive laminated, markable/washable cards

Junior Classroom Atlas

Grades 2-4

Junior Classroom Atlas

• Updated to include recent world changes
• Features photos, graphs, interesting facts, and thought-provoking questions that reinforce map concepts
• Includes 15 physical, political, and thematic maps
• Includes Handbook of Map Skills that helps students understand how to use maps
• Contains glossary that defines terms used in the atlas

Teacher’s Guide

• Comprehensive teacher’s guide filled with cross-curricular material and extension activities that reinforce map skills and promote critical thinking
• Lessons and reproducible student activity sheets for every topic in the atlas
• Reproducible outline maps and geography tools
• Correlated to the 18 National Geography Standards

Grades K-4

Best Buy

Primary Atlas Program

• 30 Student Atlases
• 1 Teacher’s Guide
• 8 Task Cards
• Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

Primary Atlas - Single Copy

$1.00

Primary Atlas - Set of 30

$55.00

Primary Atlas Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

$22.00

Junior Classroom Atlas Program

• 30 Student Atlases
• 1 Teacher’s Guide
• Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

Junior Classroom Atlas - Single Copy

$7.00

Junior Classroom Atlas - Set of 30

$157.00

Junior Classroom Atlas Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

$119.00

* Included in all Atlas Best Buy Programs

One-year World Atlas Classroom Subscription. Value $99 (see page 6 for product details)
Developmental Atlases

Grades 3-9

Classroom Atlas

- Updated and expanded for 2015
- Eye-catching pictures and infographics
- Includes a special expanded section on the United States
- Packed with photos, graphs, critical thinking questions, brain teasers, and charts that illustrate map concepts
- Over 100 physical, political, and thematic maps
- Clearly organized by continent, with an overview to introduce each continent

Teacher’s Guide

- Cross-curricular material and extension activities that promote critical thinking
- 30 pages of reproducible outline maps
- Glossary of geographic terms
- Correlated to all National Geography Standards

Best Buy

- Classroom Atlas Program
  - 30 Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$489.00*

0-528-01154-1

Classroom Atlas - Single Copy

0-528-01155-X

Classroom Atlas - Set of 30

0-528-01157-6

Classroom Atlas Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

Historical Atlas of the United States

- Updated to include recent world changes
- Extensive coverage of the United States and its regions through maps, photos, graphs, and text (includes 10 U.S. History maps)
- Section on map and globe skills covers topics such as directions, scale, and how to read thematic maps
- World map section features physical, political, and thematic maps
- Eye-catching photos, engaging text, and fascinating “Time to Explore” features help to engage students

Teacher’s Guide

- A cross-curricular teaching guide featuring exercises and activities that reinforce map skills and promote critical thinking
- Lessons and reproducible student activity sheets covering every section of the atlas
- Suggestions for assessment as well as cross-curricular and Internet tie-ins

Best Buy

- Atlas of the United States Program
  - 30 Student Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$320.00*

0-528-01087-6

Atlas of the United States - Single Copy

0-528-01085-2

Atlas of the United States - Set of 30

0-528-01086-0

Atlas of the United States Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

Historical Atlas of the World

- Updated to include recent world events
- Presents major periods of world history through more than 100 bold, colorful maps
- Thematic maps cover topics such as literacy, languages, and religions

Teacher’s Guide

- Detailed introductions provide a historical context for each map in the atlas
- Clearly defined learning objectives
- Lists of key historically significant terms, places, and people
- 43 reproducible student activity worksheets
- 14 reproducible outline maps
- CD-ROM includes all reproducible student activity sheets and outline maps

Best Buy

- Historical Atlas of the World Program
  - 30 Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$414.00*

0-528-01449-3

Historical Atlas of the World - Single Copy

0-528-01447-1

Historical Atlas of the World - Set of 30

0-528-01448-X

Historical Atlas of the World Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

Grades 4-9

Atlas of the United States

- Atlas of the United States

- Historical Atlas of the World

- Atlas of American History

Grades 5-12+

Atlas of American History

- Updated to include recent U.S. events
- Organized by important periods of American history
- More than 80 colorful maps illustrating key events and eras, from routes of the first Americans through life in the United States today
- Chronologies, graphs, charts, and photos for each of eight historical periods
- Tables of facts about states

Teacher’s Guide

- Detailed introductions provide a historical context for each map in the atlas
- Clearly defined learning objectives
- Lists of key historically significant terms, places, and people
- 43 reproducible student activity worksheets
- 14 reproducible outline maps
- CD-ROM includes all reproducible student activity sheets and outline maps

Best Buy

- Atlas of American History Program
  - 30 Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$649.00*

0-528-01535-4


0-528-01534-6

Atlas of American History - Set of 30

0-528-01533-8


Historical Atlas of the World

- Historical Atlas of the World

- Atlas of American History

Grades 5-12+

Historical Atlas of the World

- Updated to include recent world events
- Presents major periods of world history through more than 100 bold, colorful maps
- Thematic maps cover topics such as literacy, languages, and religions

Teacher’s Guide

- Detailed introductions provide a historical context for each map in the atlas
- Clearly defined learning objectives
- Innovative ideas for cross-curricular teaching
- 64 reproducible student activity worksheets
- 26 reproducible outline maps
- CD-ROM includes all reproducible student activity sheets and outline maps

Best Buy

- Historical Atlas of the World Program
  - 30 Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$548.00

0-528-01448-X

Historical Atlas of the World - Single Copy

0-528-01447-1

Historical Atlas of the World - Set of 30

0-528-01449-3

Historical Atlas of the World Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

Grades 3-6

Atlas of the United States

- Atlas of the United States

- Historical Atlas of the World

- Atlas of American History

Teacher’s Guide

- A cross-curricular teaching guide featuring exercises and activities that reinforce map skills and promote critical thinking
- Lessons and reproducible student activity sheets covering every section of the atlas
- Suggestions for assessment as well as cross-curricular and Internet tie-ins

Best Buy

- Atlas of the United States Program
  - 30 Student Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$320.00*

0-528-01087-6

Atlas of the United States - Single Copy

0-528-01085-2

Atlas of the United States - Set of 30

0-528-01086-0

Atlas of the United States Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

Teacher’s Guide

- A cross-curricular teaching guide featuring exercises and activities that reinforce map skills and promote critical thinking
- Lessons and reproducible student activity sheets covering every section of the atlas
- Suggestions for assessment as well as cross-curricular and Internet tie-ins

Best Buy

- Atlas of the United States Program
  - 30 Student Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$320.00*

0-528-01087-6

Atlas of the United States - Single Copy

0-528-01085-2

Atlas of the United States - Set of 30

0-528-01086-0

Atlas of the United States Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

Historical Atlas of the World

- Historical Atlas of the World

- Atlas of American History

Teacher’s Guide

- A cross-curricular teaching guide featuring exercises and activities that reinforce map skills and promote critical thinking
- Lessons and reproducible student activity sheets covering every section of the atlas
- Suggestions for assessment as well as cross-curricular and Internet tie-ins

Best Buy

- Historical Atlas of the World Program
  - 30 Atlases
  - 1 Teacher’s Guide
  - Bonus! World Atlas Subscription*

$548.00

0-528-01448-X

Historical Atlas of the World - Single Copy

0-528-01447-1

Historical Atlas of the World - Set of 30

0-528-01449-3

Historical Atlas of the World Teacher’s Guide - Single Copy

*One-year World Atlas Classroom Subscription. Value $99 (see page 6 for product details)

*One-year World Atlas Classroom Subscription. Value $99 (see page 6 for product details)
Grades 6-12

Atlas of World Geography

- More than 65 highly detailed physical and political maps
- Thematic maps show plate tectonics, population, land use, climate, and more
- Twenty pages of graphs, charts, and tables provide comparative information about physical, political, economic, and cultural features of the world
- Special continent sections highlight such themes as deforestation in South America

Teacher’s Guide

- Designed to increase students’ ability to obtain and interpret information from maps, tables, graphs, charts, and text in the atlas
- 132 pages, including 38 reproducible, two-page student activities for teacher-directed activities, independent classroom work, or homework
- CD-ROM includes all reproducible student activity sheets and outline maps

Goode’s World Atlas

Grades 6-12


Grades 9-12+

- Updated
- Dozens of new thematic maps of the world, continent, and regional levels, focusing on global climate change, sea level rise, CO2 emissions, polar ice, and other topics important to contemporary geography
- Thirty-two additional color pages and more than 160 pages of new, digitally-produced reference maps
- Major reworking of the existing map series to reflect current understanding of geographic phenomena, including the world climate series, world soil taxonomy, and the world environments series
- Expanded reference map coverage of Africa, Asia, and Central and South America
- Emphasis on the science behind the maps through innovative cartographic rendering and text descriptions
- Alignment with standards of academic scholarship through improved source citation standards

Achievement Series™ Primary Political

- All Primary Political Maps
  - Durable, markable, and washable
  - Major lines of latitude and longitude
  - Updated to reflect the most recent world changes

- World Map
  - Bright, contrasting colors to teach size, shape, and location of continents and oceans
  - Country boundaries and names clearly shown
  - Major cities and rivers labeled
  - Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection

- United States Map
  - Bright, contrasting colors to differentiate states
  - State capitals, national capital, and major cities labeled
  - Special “Symbols of Our Country” feature with photos and text

Literacy Connections

- Uppercase and lowercase letters to support reading skills
- Photo-illustrated legends to teach basic map symbols
- Each special feature on the map sheets has its own heading—a key component of nonfiction reading

*One-year World Atlas Classroom Subscription. Value $99 (see page 6 for product details)
World and U.S. Spring Roller Maps

Grades 2-5

Achievement Series™ Elementary Political

All Elementary Political Maps
- Durable, markable, and washable
- Bright relief for a three-dimensional look
- Key physical features labeled
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes

World Map
- Bright, contrasting colors to teach size, shape, and location of countries and bodies of water
- Country boundaries and names clearly shown
- Large, easy-to-read type
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- Special features covering cardinal and intermediate directions, hemispheres, and continents
- World Climate thematic map

United States Map
- State capitals, national capitals, and major cities labeled
- National parks, historic sites, and time zones shown
- U.S. time line with 16 key historical events
- Scale: 44 miles/inch

Literacy Connections
- Uppercase and lowercase letters to support reading skills
- Horizontal place-name labels to support left-to-right reading

Intermediate Physical-Political

All Intermediate Physical-Political Maps
- Durable, markable, and washable
- Bright relief for a three-dimensional look
- 8 different colors show 8 different levels of land elevation
- 4 different colors show 4 levels of ocean depth (only 3 appear on U.S. map)
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes

World Map
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- Country names and boundaries clearly shown
- Easy-to-read legend
- World vegetation thematic map showing seven natural vegetation regions
- North and South Polar View maps at same scale as world map

Intermediate Physical-Political Map of the United States, 70” x 52”

Elementary Political Map of the World, 70” x 52”

Intermediate Physical-Political Map of Alaska and Hawaii, 70” x 52”

Grades 4-12

Achievement Series™ Intermediate Physical-Political

All Intermediate Physical-Political Maps
- Durable, markable, and washable
- Bright relief for a three-dimensional look
- 8 different colors show 8 different levels of land elevation
- 4 different colors show 4 levels of ocean depth (only 3 appear on U.S. map)
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes

United States Map
- Cross-section of the U.S. provides a dramatic three-dimensional picture of principal landforms

Intermediate Physical-Political World Map
(1 sheet on a spring roller)
0-528-00564-2 $201.00*

Intermediate Physical-Political World Map Set
(2 sheets on a spring roller—U.S. and Alaska-Hawaii map sheet included at no additional charge)
0-528-00565-0 $201.00*

3 Wall Map Combo World, U.S., and AK-HI (3 sheets on a spring roller)
0-528-00566-1 $310.00*

Intermediate Physical-Political World Map
(1 sheet on a spring roller)
0-528-00554-5 $201.00*

Intermediate Physical-Political U.S. and Alaska-Hawaii Wall Map Set
(2 sheets on a spring roller—AK-HI map sheet included at no additional charge)
0-528-00555-3 $201.00*

Intermediate Physical-Political U.S. and Alaska-Hawaii Wall Map Set
(3 sheets on a spring roller)
0-528-00556-1 $310.00*

*Product requires mounting hardware—see page 17
All Advanced Political Maps
- Durable, markable, and washable
- Bright relief for three-dimensional look
- 4 different symbols and 4 different type sizes show 4 different sizes of cities
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes

World Map
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- World Climate thematic map showing 13 different climate zones
- North and South Polar Views at same scale as world map
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes
- Scale: 316 miles/inch

United States Map
- Easy-to-read
- Three-dimensional cross-section of the U.S. showing mountains and other major physical features
- National Parks and Continental Divide shown
- Scale: 44 miles/inch

Alaska and Hawaii Map
- Thematic maps of U.S. population and hazardous waste sites
- Table comparing statistics for Alaska, Hawaii, and the 48 contiguous states

**World and U.S. Spring Roller Maps**

Grades 6-12+

**Achievement Series™ Advanced Political**

**World Map**
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- World Climate thematic map showing 13 different climate zones
- North and South Polar Views at same scale as world map
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes
- Scale: 316 miles/inch

**United States Map**
- Easy-to-read
- Three-dimensional cross-section of the U.S. showing mountains and other major physical features
- National Parks and Continental Divide shown
- Scale: 44 miles/inch

**Advanced Physical-Political Map of Alaska and Hawaii, 70” x 52”**
- Thematic maps of U.S. population and hazardous waste sites
- Table comparing statistics for Alaska, Hawaii, and the 48 contiguous states

**Advanced Physical-Political World Map**
- Durable, markable, and washable
- Bright relief for three-dimensional look
- 9 different colors show 9 different elevation levels
- 4 different colors show 4 ocean depths (only 3 appear on U.S. map)
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- Plate Tectonics thematic map shows plates, earthquakes, and volcanoes
- North and South Polar Views at same scale as world map
- Scale: 316 miles/inch

**Advanced Physical-Political United States Map**
- Easy-to-read
- Three-dimensional cross-section of the U.S. showing mountains and other major physical features
- National Parks and Continental Divide shown
- Scale: 44 miles/inch

**Advanced Physical-Political Alaska and Hawaii Map**
- Thematic maps of U.S. population and hazardous waste sites
- Table comparing statistics for Alaska, Hawaii, and the 48 contiguous states

**World and U.S. Spring Roller-Political**

Grades 6-12+

**Achievement Series™ Advanced Physical-Political**

**World Map**
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- World Climate thematic map showing 13 different climate zones
- North and South Polar Views at same scale as world map
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes
- Scale: 316 miles/inch

**United States Map**
- Easy-to-read
- Three-dimensional cross-section of the U.S. showing mountains and other major physical features
- National Parks and Continental Divide shown
- Scale: 44 miles/inch

**Alaska and Hawaii Map**
- Thematic maps of U.S. population and hazardous waste sites
- Table comparing statistics for Alaska, Hawaii, and the 48 contiguous states

**Advanced Physical-Political World Map**
- Durable, markable, and washable
- Bright relief for three-dimensional look
- 9 different colors show 9 different elevation levels
- 4 different colors show 4 ocean depths (only 3 appear on U.S. map)
- Updated to reflect the most recent world changes
- Uses the educationally-sound Robinson Projection
- Plate Tectonics thematic map shows plates, earthquakes, and volcanoes
- North and South Polar Views at same scale as world map
- Scale: 316 miles/inch

**Advanced Physical-Political United States Map**
- Easy-to-read
- Three-dimensional cross-section of the U.S. showing mountains and other major physical features
- National Parks and Continental Divide shown
- Scale: 44 miles/inch

**Advanced Physical-Political Alaska and Hawaii Map**
- Thematic maps of U.S. population and hazardous waste sites
- Table comparing statistics for Alaska, Hawaii, and the 48 contiguous states
Desk Maps and Floor Maps

U.S. and World Desk Maps

- Physical-Political U.S./World 22” x 17” (FREE Teaching Notes)
  - Corresponds with Achievement Series™ Intermediate Physical-Political wall maps on page 16.

- Political U.S./World 18” x 12” (FREE Teaching Notes)
  - Corresponds with Achievement Series™ Elementary Political wall maps on page 15.

Grades K-12

- Physical-Political U.S./World
  - Single Map: 0-528-00574-X $24.00*
  - Package of 5: 0-528-00574-8 $98.00*
  - Package of 30: 0-528-00576-6 $385.00*
  - Package of 100: 0-528-00577-4 $1,025.00*

- Political U.S./World
  - Single Map: 0-528-00578-2 $16.00*
  - Package of 5: 0-528-00578-8 $65.00*
  - Package of 30: 0-528-00580-4 $213.00*
  - Package of 100: 0-528-00581-2 $627.00*

Additional Materials

Mounting Equipment

- 5-Foot Map Rail and Safety Buttons/Hooks
  - Use to hang a spring roller with five or fewer maps. Sold in 5 foot lengths, with two safety buttons and screws for mounting.
  - 1-10 Rails & Buttons
    - 0120000000 $35.00
  - 11 or More Rails & Buttons
    - 0121000000 $29.00
  - 5-Foot Map Rails
    - 0121690002 $33.00
  - 11 or More Rails & Hooks
    - 0121690002 $29.00

- Heavy Duty Safety Buttons
  - Designed to prevent map from bouncing off the rack. (Sold in pairs only.)
    - 1” Buttons
      - 111-16900-1 pair $7.00
    - 2” Buttons
      - 122-16900-2 pair $8.00

- Heavy Duty Hooks
  - Additional hooks for map rail. Deep hook design to prevent map from bouncing off hook when released. (Sold in pairs only.)
    - 1” Hooks
      - 116-16000-X pair $7.00
    - 2” Hooks
      - 168-16000-X pair $8.00

To replace your new spring assembly you will need the following:

1. Hammer
2. Straight Edge
3. Screwdriver
4. Vice Grips

Step 1: Take notice of how the roller fits inside the backboard and is held in place by two pins (one round and one square). Insert the screwdriver between the square end and the roller and pop the roller out of the backboard. Please pay close attention to how the spring fits in the roller as you take it out!

Step 2: Place a straight edge screwdriver in the largest groove of the roller. Lightly tap the old spring out with a hammer. Remove old spring.

Step 3: Insert the new spring by placing the plastic pin end cap onto the lock seam of the roller. Slide the spring into roller and then turn spring so that the small gap on the metal end of the spring fits over the large seam of the roller. Lightly tap new spring onto roller with a hammer.

Step 4: To put tension back into the spring so your map rolls up and down properly, you will need to use your vice grips. Please hold vice grips firmly and clamp on the square metal tip of the spring that has a large engraved arrow on it. Make sure engraved arrow is facing up toward you and turn the metal tip a full 360 degrees. This is how much tension (or turns) you will need for your map:

- 3 map set=25 turns
- 2 map set=18 turns
- 1 map set=15 turns

Step 5: Insert your roller back into the metal backboard by placing the round end of the roller into the bracket that has the circle in it. Use the screwdriver to apply pressure, while inserting the square pin end into the bracket which has the square hole in it. Make sure the large engraved arrow is still pointing up toward you.
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Rand McNally's retail products reinforce geography skills and provide economical teaching solutions.

**Activity and Puzzle Books**
Reward young learners!

**World and U.S. Wall Maps**
Promotes learning and decorative!

**Order Today!**

---

**2020 America's #1 Road Atlas**
The 2019 Rand McNally Road Atlas marks the 95th edition of America's #1 Road Atlas! The most trusted and best-selling U.S. atlas on the market, this updated edition contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an overview map of Mexico, and detailed inset maps of over 350 cities and 20 U.S. national parks. Road construction and conditions contact information for every state conveniently located above the maps. Contains mileage chart showing distances between 90 North American cities and national parks along with a driving times map. Made in the U.S.A.

**2020 Large Scale Road Atlas**
Give road-weary eyes a break with this spiral-bound Large Scale edition featuring all the accuracy you've come to expect from Rand McNally, only bigger. Updated atlas contains maps of every U.S. state that are 35% larger than the standard atlas version plus over 350 detailed city inset and national park maps and a comprehensive, unabridged index. Road construction and conditions contact information for every state conveniently located on map pages. Contains mileage chart showing distances between 77 North American cities and national parks with driving times map. Tough spiral binding allows the book to lay open easily.

**2020 Road Atlas & National Park Guide**
Pinpoint the best in the best: America's 59 national parks. With essential information and tips, hundreds of photos and maps, and a complete road atlas, this guide is all you need to have extraordinary park experiences. A four-color, 132-page National Park Guide details the best of the best in each park—from trails, drives, and natural wonders to programs, museums, and lodges. Hundreds of photos capture the essence of each park and park inset maps highlight key points-of-interest. A completely updated 2019 Road Atlas is included and makes mapping out and taking trips a breeze!

**Kids' Road Atlas**
Age: 5-9
The Kids' Road Atlas features simplified yet real road maps of all 50 states, plus Washington, D.C. Extras include state-related games plus state birds, flowers, trees and capitols. Answers for all games and puzzles are in the back of the book with an index.

---

**Order Today!**

---

**Prices:**
- **2020 America's #1 Road Atlas:** $14.95
- **2020 Large Scale Road Atlas:** $19.95
- **2020 Road Atlas & National Park Guide:** $24.95
- **Kids' Road Atlas:** $6.99

---

*Available April 2019*
Map It!™ Volume 1
Map It!™ Seek & Find Atlas of Brainy Challenges will spark your geographic curiosity with a fun set of 24 seek & find puzzles. Each cleverly designed challenge features a section of America’s #1 Road Atlas and sneaks in all sorts of geographic learning. Witty editorial and starter clues will guide your journey from state to state in this interactive book.

Map It!™ Volume 2
Map It!™ Seek & Find Atlas of Brainy Challenges Volume 2. Solve a whole new set of 24 seek & find puzzles, created from Rand McNally’s America’s #1 Road Atlas. Re-discover places you’ve been and open your eyes to places you never knew existed while finding and seeking your next adventure. You may never look at a map the same way again!

Beginner Age 6+
Big, bright illustrations make finding information fun and easy for young geographers. Rand McNally’s Beginner Geography & Map Activities workbook is the perfect tool for introducing kids to geography and basic map and globe skills through hands-on activities.

Intermediate Age 9+
Action and adventure accompany geographers on their journey around the world with this fantastic activity book. Rand McNally’s Intermediate Geography & Map Activities workbook uses a fun action hero format to promote learning and expand knowledge of world geography.
For Your Ordering Convenience

Email: orders@randmcnally.com
Fax: (877) 469-1298; Attn: Orders Dept.

Online: randmcnally.com/education
Credit Card Purchases Only. Purchase orders cannot be accepted or processed online.

Payment terms:
Net 30 days (applicable for established customers with approved credit) or prepayment via check or major credit card. International orders (outside of the United States) must be accompanied by payment.

Shipping Charges:
Free shipping for all orders within the continental United States. Shipping charges for orders shipping to Alaska and Hawaii, along with all international orders, are determined by weight and dimensions of the package(s). Please call for a quote.

Handling Fee:
There is a $5.00 handling fee for all orders under $50.00.

Bids and Quotes:
For large quantity orders or bids at the state, district, or school level, please mail your bid requests to:
Rand McNally Education
Attn: Bid Department
P.O. Box 1906
Skokie, IL 60076-9714
You may also fax your bid requests to (847) 329-6139 or email them to edpubbids@randmcnally.com.

When you receive your order:
Please check your shipment upon arrival. If there is a problem, please contact our Sales Support team either via email (education@randmcnally.com) or via telephone, toll free at (800) 333-0136 or (847) 329-8100. Defective goods or incorrectly-shipped materials will be replaced at no charge if returned within 90 days. Returns will not be accepted without prior authorization. No returns are accepted on customized products including all My School and Neighborhood Maps.

Return Policy:
Please contact our Sales Support team, either via e-mail (education@randmcnally.com) or via telephone, toll free (800) 333-0136 or (847) 329-8100, to receive Return Authorization information. Returns will not be accepted without prior authorization. Whenever possible, merchandise should be returned/shipped back in the original shipping carton with the packaging.

Prices:
Prices subject to change.

Fax your order to 847-329-6139, call us at 1-800-333-0136, or email your order to education@randmcnally.com

Order Form

Bill To:
School Name:
Attention:
School Address:
City/State/Zip:
Country:
Phone:

Ship To:
School Name:
Attention:
School Address:
City/State/Zip:
Country:
Phone:

Payment options (choose one):
Net 30 (only applicable for established customers with approved credit terms)
Check (please make checks payable to Rand McNally)
Visa
MasterCard
American Express
Discover
Expiration Date: / Verification Code: Authorized Signature:

Catalog Item # Product Description Quantity Unit Price Total

Subtotal
Sales Tax (where applicable)
Handling
Total
Sales Tax: State and local taxes will be added where applicable.
New customers with a tax exempt status: A tax exemption certificate must accompany your order.
Shipping Charges: FREE for all orders shipping within the continental United States. Shipping charges for orders shipping to Alaska and Hawaii, along with all international orders, are determined by weight and dimensions of package(s). Please call for quote.
Handling Charge: Please add $5.00 for orders under $50.00.
Rand McNally Federal Identification Number: 26-1440291
Prices subject to change.

Fax your order to 847-329-6139, call us at 1-800-333-0136, or email your order to education@randmcnally.com
Innovation & Quality

For over 130 years, Rand McNally Education has been committed to providing products that give students a lifelong foundation of geographic literacy and a love of discovery, and provide teachers with resources, materials, and guidance to help them educate our children and enrich the learning experience. From pull-down maps to the latest in 21st century digital products, our mission is to provide innovative educational products that help teachers incorporate geography into subjects across the curriculum.

Superior Service & Customer Support

Whether you are looking to outfit a brand new classroom or update the materials in your existing one, we are here to assist you at every step of the process.

Visit us online at store.randmcnally.com/education, email us at education@randmcnally.com, or call us at 1-800-333-0136